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Introduction
The leather edge quality has always represented an 
assessment factor between different manufacturers in the 
leather goods world. 

So, when you create a new item is necessary to pay special 
attention to this detail that can make the difference between 
high quality product and a ordinary item. 

For this reason the high quality manufacturers dedicate 
much attention to this detail and great number of operations 
on its finish, making it appearing almost perfect and 
increasing by this way the value of their product. 

The evolution of leather edge paint has the aim to give to 
leathercrafters new opportunities for leather edge finishing, 
increasing the leather edge quality and decreasing the 
working time to achieve it. 

This guide has been pursued to provide a clear indication 
on new leather edge finish techniques. Are you ready? Let’s 
start!
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What are the main features 
of a high quality leather 
edge?
The beauty of a handmade leather good and its quality are determined by the 
attention in the care of its details, and what greater detail if not the leather edge?  

To achieve a leather edge in high-quality is necessary to pay attention to many 
details, the leather edge surface has to be uniform, as if it were a natural 
continuation of the surface of the leather; it must be completely smooth without 
presenting imperfections of any kind and the color should completely coat the 
leather surface without leaving a glimpse of the above substrate. 

Last (but not least) a high quality leather edge should have high performance in 
resistance to mechanical stress and according to nowadays be as much 
sustainable as possible. 

Therefore we can resume the key features that distinguish the quality of a board 
as: 

Smoothness, Nice Look, Coating lower substrate, Resistance to mechanical 
stress, Sustainability. 

In the next pages you’ll find out how we found the best way to achieve all of 
these features in only two steps.
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The Leather Edge 
Dyeing Process
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The New Process for Leather Edge Finishing

STEP 1 - Basecoat 

Apply the Basecoat and let it dry 
completely.

STEP 2 - Sanding 

Sand the edge surface to remove 
any residual imperfection.

STEP 3 - Coloured Edge Paint 

Apply the Coloured Edge Paint in 
your favourite colour and let it dry.

STEP 4 - Angled Sanding 

Sand the leather edge with an 
angled approach to achieve the best 
quality.

Simple is better. During our last years 
of deve lopment spent ga in ing 
experience side to side with many 
manufacturers during their own 
working phases, we realise that a 
simple process is more repeatable. 
Starting from simplicity as one of our 
final goal we developed products that 
can avoid as much phases as 
possible to leather crafter, without 
affecting but improving the final result 
and its quality. 

The new suggested process for 
leather edge finishing is composed of 
only four steps, as shown in the 
workflow on the right.
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The Leather Edge Preparation

How was usually prepared the leather edge in the past? 

In the past, leather edge preparation to the following finishing and 
colouring phases has represented an important step for success 
enabling us to get a high-quality leather edge. Using old paint and 
old acrylic technologies, preparing the leather edge with various 
phases of work was essential. 

This long preparation was requested because the application of an 
acrylic-based paint itself can not cover the defects on the surface 
on which is applied, but probably that kind of paint will enhances 
the leather edge defects; that’s why was so necessary to spend a 
long time working on the leather edge before applying the leather 
edge paint. 

Usually, the surface to be coloured (the leather edge), was 
sandblasted, brushed, and possibly closed using different tools, 
especially when you were going to work on the leather edge made 
of laminated leather, like belts, bag handles, wallets, or any other 
leather good items which provide for the coupling of two pieces of 
leather.

How should I prepare the edge to perform the new process? 

Using our edge paints all of these long operations can be avoided, 
as the paint itself provides to fill the empty spaces and to prepare 
the leather edge for the following operations, creating a uniform 
base layer, which will allow you to get a leather edge with all the 
requested features to be a high-quality leather edge. 

In conclusion, using our leather edge paint you will no longer have 
to spend long periods of time in the physical preparation of leather 
edge, indeed avoid these operations that "close" the surface, will 
allow the paint to penetrate even better, increasing the adhesion 
and resistance to mechanical stress. 

The only advice that we would like to give you is to provide a light 
sanding of the leather edge (which can be done using sandpaper 
with very fine grain), in order to remove any residual impurities on 
the leather edge, or some leather hair excess.
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The Leather Edge First Layer

What is the BaseCoat? 

The basecoat is a  colourless paint designed to be used as a first 
coat in the leather edge finish. Its purpose is to prepare the leather 
edge for the following operations of colouring: its main feature are 
to adhere to the underlying leather and ensure a high performance 
adhesion, then it should fill all the empty spaces on the leather 
edge surface in order to present externally a smooth and uniform 
edge. 

In the application phase it appears to be whitish in color and once 
dried has a semi-transparent color and a very solid consistency. 

Once completely dry, the basecoat can be worked using a brush, 
a scotch-brite cloth or a sand paper (we recommend a very fine 
grain). This operation can be performed if you desire to get a very 
smooth edge, without any imperfection.
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The Different Types of Basecoat

The SEMI-DENSE EDGE PAINT COLOURLESS  

MAXMATT SEMI-DENSE represent the first innovation in leather 
edge paint, coming out from the “acrylic world” and introducing the 
new MAXMATT polymer to the leather edge paint world. Used in 
the colourless version it’s a high performance Basecoat. 

The product has a very high characteristic in terms of adhesion, 
coverage and curvature, and after the first application the raw edge 
is ready to be coloured in the following phases. 

Using the Semi-Dense Edge Paint as Basecoat is recommended 
when you perform application by hand or by automatic machines. 

The DENSE EDGE PAINT COLOURLESS  

MAXMATT DENSE represent the last technology in leather edge 
paint that can be used as a BASECOAT (when used in colorless 
version). 
The product has the highest characteristics achieved to date in 
terms of adhesion, coverage, curvature, and already after the first 
application, the raw edge is completely covered with a very thick, 
and perfect adhesion. The dense edge paint has a higher viscosity 
than the semi-dense version, so in case the application would be 
a little bit difficult, is it possible to add same water to reduce the 
viscosity. 

Using the Dense Edge Paint as Basecoat is recommended when 
you perform application by hand or by automatic machines.
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The Leather Edge Sanding and Buffing

Why should I sand or buff the leather edge? 

The sanding/buffing operations are necessary to get the leather 
edge surface completely unifrom, by removing those small 
imperfections which can be determined by a not quite perfect cut. 
The small leather hair are incorporated in the basecoat and will be 
removed together with the basecoat  when the surface is sanded, 
this will allow you to have a leather edge perfectly ready to the 
dyeing step.

How can I perform the sanding/buffing ? 

Buffing or sanding can be performed either manually or with the aid 
of suitable machinery. For manual operation we suggest to use a 
scotch-brite cloth or a fine grain sandpaper, while if you have 
available rotary brushes definitely your work will be faster.
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What products should I use for the final color? 

The edge look is determined by the final layer. Basing on your 
desired look, you should choose the right product. 
GIARDINI offers a wide range of products that combined together 
can give different effects, if you want to get a matte, glossy, extra-
matte, glitter, metallic or fluorescent look. You can learn the 
techniques to achieve various effects by viewing video tutorials 
available on our website and YouTube channel.

Can I use different edge paint products (or brands) for the final 
layer? 

All products of both MAXMATT and MAXEDGE series have been 
developed and tested to be applied above the Basecoat in order 
to get the best finishes. 
As final layer you can even use paints from other brands but we 
suggest to first test them for compatibility. 
Anyway, we already performed numerous tests using, as final 
coloration, the most popular leather edge dye from other brands, 
and the final result was always positive, with an increase of leather 
edge final quality, an increase of resistance/adhesion and a 
reduction in working time.

The Leather Edge Colouring
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The Leather Ironing

What is the leather edge ironing? 

The hot ironing is a process used by leather crafters, operated by 
the use of a glaze or other heated tools, and is carried out during 
the final step of the leather edge finishing (sometimes also during 
intermediate stages), in order to get an edge completely smooth 
and free of imperfections. 
This operation is indispensable when the Leather Edge Colouring 
is operated using acrylic-based paints, since the only sanding or 
brushing operations are not sufficient to remove all the 
imperfections from the leather edge surface.

Should I operate hot ironing on MAXMATT paint? 

The hot ironing is not a required step when you use MAXMATT 
paints. In fact they have been developed precisely to avoid this 
step, and to reduce at minimum the number of operations required 
for the the edge finishing, thus making the most lean and fast 
work, increasing at the same time the final quality. 
However, hot ironing can also be operate over the MAXMATT 
paints, although we always recommend not to exceed the 
temperature used (we recommend to stay below 80 ° C), as high 
temperatures may damage the structure of the paint jeopardize 
then technical performance.
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TIPS & TRICKS 
for the perfect edge
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Sometimes, when painting the leather it may happen that the 
leather edge paint sully the leather surface. 

Obviously, this imperfection has to disappear, and our advice, if 
you noticed it promptly, is to remove it while the paint is still wet. 

To remove the edge paint the most practical way is to do it with 
your finger because as the paint has only just been applied it will 
come away easily and no smudge or imperfection will be visible 
once dry.  

In case you noticed the mistake after the complete drying of the 
paint, the best way to remove it without damaging the leather is to 
first try with a soft brush and if this does not succeed you can use 
“rubber for leather” 

however, cleaning performed while the paint is still wet is definitely 
the best, quickest and precise way. Therefore, being careful during 
the application will save yourself a lot of time and work! 

HOW CAN I CLEAN THE LEATHER SURFACE IF IT GOT DIRTY DURING THE LEATHER EDGE DYEING?
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To achieve a perfect finish of the leather edge you should keep in 
mind two fundamental factors: the type of paint and the type of 
application. 

In order to properly choose what to use you must have a 
knowledge of what there is available on the market, how it can 
(and should) be used and what are the advantages and 
disadvantages for each individual tool for leather edge hand 
painting. The final choice will then be made to suiting your needs 
and determined by the type of product you are working on. 

The paint can be applied even by hand than by machine, and 
there are different solution and tools that will allow you to perform 
the best application on your leather edge. 

You can find out a useful guide to choose right tool for leather 
edge painting on this eBook written by GIARDINI, download it for 
free! 

Click Here to Download 

HOW CAN I APPLY THE PAINT ON THE LEATHER EDGE?

http://info.leatheredgepaint.com/hubfs/eBook_-_How_to_Choose_the_Right_Tool_for_Leather_Edge_Dyeing.pdf?utm_source=PageLink&utm_campaign=EDGE%20PAINT%20TOOLS&utm_medium=eBook
http://info.leatheredgepaint.com/hubfs/eBook_-_How_to_Choose_the_Right_Tool_for_Leather_Edge_Dyeing.pdf?utm_source=PageLink&utm_campaign=EDGE%20PAINT%20TOOLS&utm_medium=eBook
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A very common doubt among leather crafters is: Where can I put 
my item with the coloured edge paint while it is drying so that it 
does not get ruined? It is in fact very important that the edge does 
not come into direct contact with anything during the drying period 
because this could compromise the final result.  

The solutions to this problem are various and all practical but all 
depends on the object in question. If the object is very long, like a 
belt it can be hung up while if you are working on something small 
(a wallet or card holder for example) it may be more  practical to 
use bottle caps on which you can place the item.  

Lastly, another very practical solution could be a piece of false 
grass which will hold the object suspended so that the edge is not 
ruined.  

So the choice is up to you, find the one that suits you best! 

WHERE CAN I DROP OFF THE WET LEATHER EDGE AFTER DYEID WITHOUT RUINING IT?
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